**Our history:** since 1932 CM Cerliani manufactures high quality components of fine mechanics exported all through the world.

**Our quality:** we offer products of the highest quality through constant updating of our technologies, meticulous quality control and maniacal attention to detail, thus ensuring total customer satisfaction.

**In your hands:** our technologies, our experience and our passion are here for you, to develop together the best solutions to manufacture your fine mechanics components. Our 90 workers are committed to serve you at the best.

**We love to produce for you fine mechanical parts and in particular:**
- with high geometrical complexity
- with high dimensional precision
- with high surface finish and attention to details
- with a complex work cycle
- in small to middle lot size (from 100 to 100,000 pcs.)
- of limited dimensional size (turning from bar up to Ø 70 mm, milling up to cube of 130 mm side)
- at a competitive cost

**Try us, challenge us!**

**Our technologies, our machines:**
- **CNC bar turning** (twin-spindle and multi-spindle lathes with C and Y axis up to Ø70 mm)
- **CNC milling** (3- and 5-axis milling centers and transfer machines with loading robots)
- **CNC second turning** (combined also with 5-axis milling and loading robots)
- **CNC grinding** (internal-, external-, tangential-grinding with in-process measuring systems and loading robots)
- **Press works** (sheet blanking and bending up to 50 ton press)
- **Surface treatments** (tumblers, sandblasting…)
- **Heat treatments** (including inductive hardening)
- **Surface coatings** (including a property galvanic chromium plating plant)
- **Workbench and polishing department**
- **Assembling Department**
- **Measurements Department**
- **Toolroom**
- **Engineering Department**

We speak Italian, English, German, French, Spanish and Portuguese.

**Contacts:**
Tel.: +39-0382-423413
info@cerliani.it
www.cerliani.eu & www.cerliani.it
Via Mascherpa, 61 - PAVIA - ITALY